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Scenic Flights - Enjoy set routes or tailored to your
own adventure. The possibilities are endless.

372

Only 3km to Air
Rangitata from SH72

Geraldine, Mt Cook

Charter Flights - Travel for business or for pleasure.
Air Rangitata can link up with other operators or
airports for all of your air travel needs.

Part 135 Certified,
Air Transport Operation

Outdoor Escapes - Experience New Zealand’s
natural wonder first hand. Picnic lunches, hiking,
fishing, photographic landscapes, high country
experiences and more!

Special Deals - Join us on Facebook to take
advantage of discounts and special deals.

Gift Vouchers - The present your friends, family or
staff will talk about for years.

Flexible flights for business or adventure...

Arch & Norma King
372 Rangitata Terrace Road, Ashburton 7775
South Island, New Zealand
Phone: + 64 3 696 3848
Mobile: 0274 732 581
Email: info@airrangitata.co.nz
Like us on Facebook: AirRangitata

www.airrangitata.co.nz

Mt Cook
Milford Sound
West Coast Glaciers
Southern Alps
www.airrangitata.co.nz

Set your own adventure...

Fly
Take a spectacular scenic flight to the destination
of your choice, choose one of our set routes or
take advantage of our charter service.
Experience incredible sites such as the breathtaking Southern Alps, Mt Cook National Park,
Milford Sound, Fiordland, Kaikoura, Marlborough
Sounds, the West Coast Glaciers, patchwork
Canterbury Plains, and a multiplicity of braided
river valleys and gorges that are unique to the
South Island of New Zealand.

About
Air Rangitata is a family business operated by
Arch and Norma King from their home between
Geraldine and Ashburton, Mid Canterbury. They
offer flexibility with flights and times to suit
you and specialise in providing the highest
standard of safety and comfort with a personal
and friendly service.

Thanks for the incredible trip and all the hospitality Arch
and Norma! We had a great time and it really was the
highlight of our trip. Nothing like viewing the South
Island from the air! Tom & Kate, United States

Flying a Cessna 206 with seats for five passengers,
provides each person with great views and
opportunities for spectacular photography. The
plane is fitted with individual headsets for talking
amongst yourselves and to hear the pilot’s
informative commentary.
Air Rangitata is the

perfect experience
anytime of the year

Book today call us on 03 696 3848

Our aim is to provide an unforgettable experience that is 100% tailored to your needs.

